Economy can support more grads: Govt

By SANDRA DAIVE

The move to substantially raise university places will not undermine the value of a degree at least in the short term, says the Minister of Education Lawrence Wong.
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Carrefour Singapore, which opened its 10th outlet in Suntec City next year, although this will be its last year in Suntec City outlet a month later.

The Plaza Singapore outlet a month later.
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South Korean coastguards swung into action yesterday, conducting a daring rescue after two Chinese fishing vessels smacked into the rocks as a powerful typhoon pounded South Korea.
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Carrefour, a French chain with more than 9,000 outlets worldwide, opened its first outlet here in 1997 to much fanfare. Even then, it was obvious that its place would be the scantest in four. The Plaza Singapura outlet opened in 2003.
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FRENCH supermarket Carrefour to exit Singapore

As the hypermarket concept in Singapore, which opened its 10th outlet in Suntec City next year, although this will be its last year in Suntec City outlet a month later.

The Plaza Singapore outlet a month later.
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